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uced fiber-scrolling of titanium
carbide Ti3C2Tx MXene†

Jinxin Cao,a Yuru Wang,a Bingqing Wei, b Jiaxin Yec and Qing Zhang *a

Changing the morphology of two-dimensional materials often offers an efficient and effective means to

exploit their electronic and mechanical properties. Two-dimensional materials such as graphene can be

scrolled into one-dimensional fibers via simple sonication. Unfortunately, scrolling MXene nanosheets

into fibers is quite challenging, especially Ti3C2Tx composed of three layers of titanium atoms and two

layers of carbon atoms. Herein, we report a new method to fabricate MXene fibers via ascorbic acid (AA)

induced scrolling of Ti3C2Tx nanosheets. An unusual AA-Ti3C2Tx interaction is discovered in that

intercalated AA molecules bind to and interact with the Ti3C2Tx surface in the form of a hydrogen

bonding-bonded assembly instead of as individual molecules, and a sheet-scrolling mechanism is

proposed based on this interaction. The as-obtained MXene fibers exhibit a compact cross-section, and

the diameter can be tailored from hundreds of nanometers to several micrometers through tuning the

MXene/AA ratio. Moreover, the storage modulus of the MXene-fiber sponge attains its maximum value of

�1 MPa when a unique morphology comprising both fibers and not-yet-scrolled sheets is presented.

This work offers a new strategy of fiber-shaping MXenes for applications in structural composites and

flexible electronics.
1. Introduction

Materials with high Young's modulus, such as defect-free gra-
phene with Young's modulus of about 1 TPa and reduced gra-
phene oxide with Young's modulus of 0.25 � 0.15 TPa,1 are
potential candidates for applications in structural composites,
protective coatings, bers, etc.2 Transition metal carbides, car-
bonitrides, and nitrides (MXenes), with a chemical formula of
Mn+1XnTx and over 20 species discovered so far,3,4 are a large
family of two-dimensional materials besides graphene,5,6 boron
nitride,7 and transition metal dichalcogenides,8 where M stands
for a transitionmetal (such as Ti, V, Nb, Mo, Cr, etc.), X is carbon
or nitrogen, and Tx represents the surface terminations (–O,
–OH, –F).4,9 MXenes have attracted research in diverse elds,
including energy storage (batteries and supercapacitors),10–13

structural composites,14 electro-catalysis,15–17 and electromag-
netic interference shielding18,19 owing to their high metallic
conductivity,20 abundant functional surface terminations,11 and
excellent hydrophilicity.15 Unlike graphene, which is con-
structed of one-layer sp2-bonded carbon atoms,6 MXenes
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contain multiple layers of metal atoms and carbon/nitrogen
atoms. Taking the rst reported MXene Ti3C2Tx as an
example, a single layer Ti3C2Tx includes 3 layers of titanium
atoms together with 2 layers of carbon atoms, and Young's
modulus of a single layer of Ti3C2Tx is reported to be 0.33� 0.03
TPa,1 which is the highest among solution-processed two-
dimensional materials, demonstrating exceptional mechanical
stiffness and rigidity.

Due to the exceptional mechanical and electrical properties
exhibited by MXenes, extensive attempts have been made to
transform the morphology of two-dimensional MXene nano-
sheets into one-dimensional MXene bers for applications in
wearable or exible electronics. So far, MXene has been used as
a coating agent on other bers such as carbon bers or optical
bers,14,21 or fabricated into bers through electrospinning or
wet spinning methods aer mixing with carbon nanotubes or
graphene as well as polymeric binders such as poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene): polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS),
polyacrylonitrile (PAN) or polycaprolactone (PCL).22–26 Additive-
free MXene bers have recently been produced utilizing the
nematic liquid crystalline phases of MXenes, which show an
excellent electrical conductivity of up to �7750 S cm�1.27,28

However, for all the ber-shaped MXenes above, the MXene
sheets contained-in are stacked together instead of scrolling up,
with their two-dimensional at-sheet feature preserved.

Two-dimensional materials with large lateral sizes usually
tend to crease or even scroll up into nanoscrolls under certain
conditions, such as nanoscrolled graphene produced by simple
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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sonication and freeze-drying.29,30 Nonetheless, sonication leads
to exfoliation or the decrease in the lateral size of MXene sheets
instead of scrolling.31,32 Nanoscrolls of MXenes, especially that
of Ti3C2Tx, have rarely been reported. Fang et al. reported on
a hollow-tube-like Ti2CTx (with an outer diameter of �1 mm) via
spray-lyophilization while under the same condition, only
bubble-like Ti3C2Tx were obtained, demonstrating the difficulty
in scrolling up MXene sheets.33 Vaughn et al. also reported on
Ti2CTx scrolls under sonication in the presence of p-phosphonic
acid calix[n]arenes.34 So far, only Naguib et al. observed
evidence of nanoscrolls of Ti3C2Tx MXene with TEM (trans-
mission electron microscopy),9 and Meng et al. reported on
folding Ti3C2Tx sheets into loosely packed strips aer a 7 day-
long freeze-drying process with the addition of NH4OH.35

Herein, we demonstrate for the rst time that two-
dimensional Ti3C2Tx MXene nanosheets can be scrolled up
into one-dimensional bers in ascorbic acid (AA) under soni-
cation, where AA is one of the common antioxidants used for
MXene preservation.36–38 The successful scrolling and ber-
formation rely upon two bonds: the coordination bond that
binds AA to Ti3C2Tx surface and the hydrogen bond between AA
molecules. This particular AA-induced scrolling of Ti3C2Tx

MXene will provide a novel strategy to fabricate MXene bers to
explore their potential applications in wearable or stretchable
electronic devices.

2. Results and discussion
2.1 Fabrication of Ti3C2Tx scrolled bers

Ti3C2Tx nanosheets of one or two layers thick (Fig. S1†) are
mixed with AA to different ratios. Aer simple sonication
treatment in the iced bath and around one-day freeze-drying,
sponge-like AA-treated Ti3C2Tx MXene samples are obtained
(Fig. S2,† denoted as M10AAx, 10 : x is the weight ratio of Ti3C2Tx

MXene to AA, and x is called the AA ratio in the following
discussion). The as-obtained MXene sponges have substantially
different microstructures from previously reported Ti3C2Tx

MXene prepared from the similar sonication and freeze-drying
procedure which normally contain only two-dimensional
sheets.38

Fig. 1a schematically depicts the transformation process of
Ti3C2Tx MXene from two-dimensional sheets into one-
dimensional bers based on the SEM observations (Fig. 1b),
and the as-obtained bers are lled instead of presenting
hollow-tube-like features (Fig. 1c and d). As shown in Fig. 1b,
the morphology transformation process from at sheets to
bers can be roughly divided into four steps as the AA ratio
increases: with no AA addition, the at-sheet feature is
preserved in pristine Ti3C2Tx (M10AA0), and that neither scroll-
ing nor twisting occurs. This is the initial step (step I). As AA
ratio increases (from M10AA1 to M10AA8), the Ti3C2Tx sheets
start to roll up and twist into strips, denoted as step II (Fig. S3†).
When the AA ratio reaches 10 : 10, tightly structured bers rst
appear (with some sheets wrapped around as in Fig. 2a), this is
step III. As the AA ratio continues to increase, several bers bind
and twine around each other to form an even thicker “bundle”
of bers. This is the last, step IV. During the transformation
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
process, there are three major types of actions: the rst is the
scrolling and twisting of MXene sheets into long strips, the
second is the wrapping of MXene sheets around the strips and
bers and the last action is bers twining together. Moreover,
the diameter of the bers is tunable, from less than 500 nm for
M10AA10 bers to larger than 3 mm forM10AA25 bers (Fig. 2a–d).
On the other hand, previously reported MXene bers fabricated
by the wet-spinning method usually admit a diameter of tens of
micrometers.24–26,28
2.2 Characteristics of Ti3C2Tx scrolled bers

The X-ray diffraction characterization results (XRD, Fig. 2e and
f) present a progressive intercalation process of AA molecules
into the interlayer spacing of Ti3C2Tx (especially the asterisked
peaks in M10AA2 and M10AA4). The pristine MXene, i.e., the
M10AA0, admits a (002) peak at 2q � 7.02�, corresponding to
a basal spacing d(002) of 1.26 nm.20 During increasing the AA
ratio from 0 to 10, the (002) peak gradually shis to the le, and
the d(002) expands and reaches its maximum at �1.93 nm (2q �
4.59�). Interestingly, a broad shoulder emerges on the le side
of the (002) peak since M10AA10 and for the rest M10AAx samples
with higher AA ratios which contain bers (Fig. 2f, shaded area),
while it is missing for those with lower AA ratios and have only
twisted strips. This broad shoulder might be ascribed to the
compact structure of the as-obtained bers (Fig. 1c and d) as
Ti3C2Tx sheets wrapping tightly over strips and bers, and the
resultant compact structure gives rise to the shoulder on the le
side of the (002) peak. The appearance of this broad shoulder
could be considered a characteristic and feature indicator of the
successful formation of Ti3C2Tx bers. Moreover, this broad
shoulder further demonstrates that the bers are lled and
compacted, not hollow or loose. The intercalation of AA mole-
cules into the interlayer spacing is also demonstrated with the
TEM result (Fig. 2g), where the intercalated AA molecules show
as a thin “line” between two layers of Ti3C2Tx and expands the d-
spacing to �2.0 nm, consistent with the XRD results (d-spacing
of only �1.07 nm is also observed in the upper-right part of
Fig. 2g, where there is no AA intercalation).

Ti3C2Tx MXenes can disperse and form stable colloidal
solution in water instead of agglomerating and precipitating,
mainly owing to the negatively charged nanosheets (zeta
potential value locates around �40 mV).39 Reducing the nega-
tive charge could lead to agglomeration and sedimentation. As
shown in Fig. 3a, aer AA addition, there is a diminishing of
zeta potential; consequently, the electrostatic repulsion is
attenuated between the neighboring nanosheets and within the
single nanosheet. Therefore, it is reasonable to conjecture that
the diminishing of zeta potential aer AA addition could be one
of the reasons for scrolling MXene nanosheets as reducing the
intra-sheet electrostatic repulsion.

To further explore the effects of zeta potential, sodium
bicarbonate NaHCO3 titration on M10AA10 is carried out.
NaHCO3 is a weak base salt and can react with AA to produce
sodium ascorbate, which also is used as an antioxidant for
MXenes.36,37Here, we use pH to describe the amount of NaHCO3

titrated. The starting pH of the M10AA10 solution is 3.4. Aer
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 21600–21608 | 21601



Fig. 1 (a) The schematic illustration of the AA treatment process and the scrolling-up process of Ti3C2Tx Mxene nanosheets; (b) SEM images of
AA-treated MXene (M10AAx) with increasing AA ratios presenting different stages from flat sheets to tightly scrolled fibers during the scrolling-up
process; SEM images of (c) M10AA17 and (d) M10AA25 both presenting a compacted cross-section.
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adding NaHCO3 to pH ¼ 4, almost all MXene bers disappear
(Fig. 3c); meanwhile, the zeta potential changes drastically from
around �27 mV to around �39 mV, and the d-spacing d(002)
decreases a little from 1.97 nm to 1.74 nm (Fig. 3a and b),
corroborating the conjecture that zeta potential (and/or AA
intercalation) is crucial for the ber formation that even minor
adjustment with NaHCO3 could lead to failure. As continues
adding NaHCO3, a ber-unfolding process is vividly presented:
from a few bers le at pH 4 (Fig. 3c, blue circled area), to
a large curved surface at pH 5, to a at surface at pH 7, then
MXene agglomerates to thick chunks at pH 8 (Fig. S4†). The d-
spacing keeps decreasing as adding NaHCO3 to pH� 5. This de-
intercalation should be the result of the neutralization reaction
21602 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 21600–21608
between NaHCO3 and AA, yet merely partial de-intercalation can
be achieved through adding NaHCO3 as d-spacing stops
decreasing at pH � 5 and stays at �1.6 nm. Moreover, all
unfolded MXene sheets exhibit corrugated surfaces (Fig. 3c and
S4†), possibly resulting from the previous scrolling process.

Moreover, a control experiment of hydrochloric acid (HCl)
treated MXene rules out the effects of the pH environment on
the scrolling of MXene nanosheets. As shown in Fig. 3a and b,
HCl only changes the pH yet does not affect the zeta potential or
the d-spacing, and the MXene sheets do not scroll (Fig. 3d).
Furthermore, acetic acid (HAc) treatment demonstrates that
tuning zeta potential alone does not scroll up the MXene
nanosheets either. As shown in Fig. 3a, HAc-treated MXene
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 SEM images of (a) M10AA10 (with the purple arrows pointing at the fibers), (b) M10AA15, (c) M10AA20 and (d) M10AA25, showing increasing
fiber diameter; (e) and (f) XRD results of MxAAy showing (002) peak position variation with AA ratios; (g) TEM image of M10AA10.
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admits a zeta potential around �32 mV, close to that of AA-
treated MXene, while the XRD result (Fig. 3b) demonstrates
that no intercalation happens. The HAc-treated MXene sheets
have a corrugated surface (Fig. 3e). Tuning zeta potential could
corrugate the sheets but is not enough to scroll up them into
nanoscrolls.

How come intercalation contributes to scrolling and ber
formation of Ti3C2Tx MXene? X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) analysis on the AA-treatedMXenes reveals that not only AA
molecules can be intercalated and expand the interlayer spacing
of Ti3C2Tx like many other compounds such as DMF, DMSO,
etc.,40 but also interact with the atomic structure of Ti3C2Tx and
bind to the surface titanium atoms.

As shown in Fig. 4a, the C 1s spectrum of M10AA0 without AA
treatment shows four peaks: C–Ti (�282.22 eV), C–Ti-Tx

(�283.01 eV), graphitic C–C (�284.81 eV), and C–O (�286.29
eV). The former two are the characteristic peaks of Ti3C2Tx,
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
while the graphitic C–C and C–O should result from the solvents
or the exposure of the material to the ambient environment
during the preparation process.41,42 As for M10AA10, three addi-
tional peaks appear at�286.95 eV,�288.68 eV, and�291.93 eV.
The peak at �288.68 eV is assigned to O–C]O, together with
the increase of the C–O peak fraction from 12.42% to 28.75%
(Table S1†), both should come from the carbon structure of AA
molecules. The peak at �291.93 eV is assigned to C–F, possibly
formed between the carbon atom on AA or graphitic carbons,
and the surface termination –F of Ti3C2Tx.43 According to
previous studies, the catechol groups and their derivatives tend
to bind strongly to titanium atoms through a catechol-titanium
coordination bond C–O–Ti.41,44 The appearance of the peak at
�286.95 eV is assigned to a catechol-titanium coordination
bond between AA and Ti3C2Tx. In addition, downshis toward
lower binding energies are monitored for C–Ti (�281.99 eV),
and C–Ti–Tx (�282.95 eV), suggesting the electron transfer from
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 21600–21608 | 21603



Fig. 3 (a) Zeta potential of M10AAx with different AA ratios as well as M10AA10 with pH adjusted to 4 using NaHCO3, MXene treated with HCl, and
HAc; (b) XRD results of M10AA10 treatedwith NaHCO3 to different pH values, MXene treated with HCl, and HAc; (c) SEM image of M10AA10 with pH
adjusted to 4 (the blue circled area is a remaining fiber); SEM images of MXene treated with HCl (d) and with HAc (e).

Fig. 4 (a) High-resolution C 1s spectra and (b) O 1s spectra of M10AA0 and M10AA10; (c) high-resolution C 1s spectra of MXene treated with HCl
and with HAc; (d) Raman spectra of M10AA0 and M10AA10; (e) and (f) FTIR spectra of M10AA0, M10AA10 and AA (where “D” stands for characteristic
peaks for AA and “,” for Ti3C2Tx MXene, details on the assignment of FTIR peaks are given in Fig. S6c†).

RSC Advances Paper
AA to MXene due to the C–O–Ti charge–transfer complex.41 The
O 1s spectrum also proves the existence of C–O–Ti with
a deconvoluted peak at �531.5 eV, also assigned to C–O–Ti
(Fig. 4b).41,45 The slight downshi of deconvoluted O 1s peaks
for MXene (Ti–O and C–Ti–O) is consistent with C 1s (Table
21604 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 21600–21608
S1†). The C–O–Ti peak is not presented in HCl or HAc treated
MXenes (Fig. 4c and S5†).

Raman spectra indicate a slight red shi (�2.06 cm�1, Fig.-
S6b†) upon AA intercalation for the peak at�206 cm�1 (Fig. 4d).
This peak corresponds to A1g, an out-of-plane vibration of Ti
and C atoms.46 This redshi, together with the appearance of
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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FTIR peaks at 1114 cm�1 and 1143 cm�1 in M10AA10, which are
located close to the C–O–C stretching vibration of AA around
1112 cm�1 and 1140 cm�1, yet slightly shied to higher wave-
numbers (Fig. 4e and f), can both be addressed as the results of
the formation of catechol-titanium bonding and charge–trans-
fer complex at the MXene surfaces.41,47 Most interestingly, for
pure AA, sharp peaks near 3500 cm�1 are observed from its FTIR
spectrum and attributed to the –OH group without hydrogen
bonding; while inM10AA10, those sharp peaks are substituted by
a broad peak, which possibly originates from the polarity
changes of –OH group as induced by hydrogen bonding
between the –OH and –C]O groups in AA,48,49 suggesting AA
molecules could self-assemble together, forming an orderly
assembly via signicant intermolecular hydrogen bonding. This
is consistent with the TEM results (Fig. 2g), representing AA
lines as multiple AA assemblies located within the nanometer-
scaled interlayer spacing.
2.3 The sheet-scrolling mechanism

Inspired by the above experimental results, we propose
a binding formation scheme and a sheet-scrolling mechanism,
as presented in Fig. 5. Aer intercalating into the interlayer
spacing of Ti3C2Tx, AA molecules undergo oxidization (possibly
involved in the electrochemical process from C–Ti–O to C–Ti–
OH,50 Table S3†) and adsorption onto the Ti3C2Tx surface via the
C–O–Ti bidentate or monodentate coordination bond. Besides
the bonding with Ti3C2Tx, AA molecules themselves interact
and link with each other via hydrogen bonding to form large
assemblies within the interlayer spacing. Lattice deformation
caused by each bidentate or monodentate bonding formation
might be slight or even negligible on the original crystalline
structure of pristine Ti3C2Tx. However, when enough AA
Fig. 5 The proposed binding formation and sheet-scrolling mechanism

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
molecules are intercalated to form large and quantitatively
enough assemblies, the slight lattice deformation caused by
each bonding could line up orderly along the hydrogen bonding
pathway where internal stress adds up until a certain bending
threshold is reached. The effect of the lattice deformation is to
facilitate the bending/scrolling up of the MXene sheets.
Together with the diminished electrostatic repulsion aer AA
addition, the Ti3C2Tx nanosheets, composed of three layers of
titanium atoms and two layers of carbon atoms, nally are
corrugated, curled, and eventually scrolled up into bers to
reduce surface energy. The bending/scrolling-up direction of
each MXene nanosheet should be random (as shown in Fig. 5, it
could be upward or downward); aer twisted MXene strips or
bers are formed, the rest MXene sheets would wrap around
those strips and bers. One thing to note is that sonication is
indispensable to obtaining bers (Fig. S8†). Sonication here
might promote intercalation and formation of C–O–Ti (see
Fig. S9 and Table S3†) as well as introducing defects to facilitate
the scrolling process. Moreover, the ber formation process is
irreversible. Aer removing AA from M10AA10 and then repeat-
edly adding AA, the bers cannot be obtained again, probably
due to the stacking of MXene sheets resulting from the previous
ber formation process (Fig. S10†).
2.4 Electrical and mechanical properties

We studied the effects of AA on the electrical conductivity and
mechanical properties of the as-prepared MXene-ber sponges.
The electrical conductivity is measured by four-point probe
resistivitymeasurements aer pressing theM10AAx sponges under
100 kPa. The electrical conductivity of the as-prepared M10AAx
decreased from 3112 S cm�1 of M10AA0 (close to other reported
values25) to 0.01 S cm�1 of M10AA25 (Fig. 6a), which is quite
.

RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 21600–21608 | 21605



Fig. 6 (a) The electrical conductivity of M10AAx with different AA ratios; (b) storagemodulusG0 vs. frequency of M10AAx with different AA ratios at
the constant stain of 0.1%; (c) M10AA10 shows unrolled Ti3C2Tx sheets (red arrowed) wrapped around fibers; (d) schematic illustration of
strengthening mechanism in M10AA10.
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reasonable as a result of the non-conductive AA molecules inter-
calated and/or deposited on the surface of the Ti3C2Tx. Notwith-
standing, it might be inspirational for application in electronics or
energy storage devices to nd other types of chemicals that can
not only scroll up the MXene nanosheets in a similar way but also
are electro-conductive or pseudo-capacitive.

The M10AAx sponges exhibit a darkening color as well as
a relatively more rigid texture as increasing the AA ratio
(Fig. S2†); meanwhile, the specic surface area decreases as
MXene nanosheets are scrolled up into bers, and then bers
twine around each other to form even thicker bers (Fig. S12
and Table S5†). Due to the sponges' so texture, we use the
rheological testing technique instead of standard tensile testing
methods. The as-synthesized 2 cm-thick sponge was pressed to
1000 mm thick for the measurements. The storage modulus (G0),
also known as Young's modulus, versus the frequency of
different M10AAx sponges, is plotted in Fig. 6b. The storage
modulus experiences a course of “increase (I)–drop–increase
(II)”: the pure MXene sponge (M10AA0) admits a storage
modulus of �123 kPa at 1 Hz (maximum �145 kPa) and
increases to �805 kPa (maximum �1053 kPa) by nearly 7 folds
when the MXene/AA ratio is 10 : 10, then drops to �510 kPa
(maximum�655 kPa) at 10 : 15 and turns back to increase until
632 kPa (maximum �844 kPa) at 10 : 25. Increase (I) should be
the result of MXene sheets being scrolled up into strips with
higher mechanical rigidity and toughness. Increase (II) is
ascribed to the thickening of the ber bundles. The most
interesting fact is the maximum G0 admitted by M10AA10, which
we conjecture, is the result of the unique morphology co-
comprised of both bers and non-scrolled Ti3C2Tx sheets
attached to those bers (Fig. 2a and 6c). The bers act as skel-
etons while the Ti3C2Tx sheets act as inter-ber linkages and
provide extra frictional sliding between contacting sheets
21606 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 21600–21608
(Fig. 6d), similar to two-dimensional graphene working as
composite reinforcement, which can signicantly enhance the
strength and toughness of the polymeric matrices.51
3. Conclusions

In this study, we have realized scrolling up Ti3C2Tx sheets into
tightly-scrolled bers using AA as an intercalant and bending
agent. The proposed sheet-scrolling mechanism well explains the
phenomenon that lattice deformation induced by AA assemblies
builds up as increasing the AA ratio, combined with the reduced
electrostatic repulsion, eventually leads to spontaneous scrolling
of Ti3C2Tx sheets. Through changing the MXene/AA ratio, the
diameter of the as-obtained bers can be tuned from�500 nm to
�3 mm. It also enables us to tailor the mechanical properties of
the materials by changing their microstructures, such as the
existence of bers, the diameter of the bers, and the proportion
of bers to non-scrolled Ti3C2Tx sheets. The electrical conduc-
tivity of our AA-treatedMXene bers can also be tuned depending
on different applications. Nonetheless, this nding opens an
avenue for exploring a variety of other compounds for curling,
scrolling up Ti3C2Tx and other types of MXenes into bers, and
therefore offers new possibilities and approaches to ber-
shaping MXene for versatile applications including structural
composites, exible electronics, and many others.
4. Experimental
4.1 Synthesis of delaminated Ti3C2Tx MXene

Ti3C2Tx was prepared using the mild etching method. In
a typical procedure, 0.5 g of LiF (Alfa Aesar, 99.98%) was slowly
added into 5 ml of 9 M HCl (Sinopharm, AR grade) solution
while stirring, then 0.5 g of Ti3AlC2 (Innochem, 200 mesh) was
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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slowly added in for 15 min. The above mixture was then kept at
35 �C for 48 h under continuous stirring. Aerwards, the reacted
mixture was washed using deionized (DI) water and centrifuged
at 3500 rpm until the pH reached approximately 6. The obtained
dispersion then underwent probe sonication (135 W) in the iced
bath for 30 min under Ar bubbling. Finally, the delaminated
Ti3C2Tx was collected by centrifugation at 10 000 rpm for 1 h.

4.2 Preparation of AA-treated MXene

The as-synthesized Ti3C2Tx MXene was re-dispersed to 2 mg
ml�1. Then ascorbic acid (AA, Innochem, 99%) was added to the
weight ratio of MXene : AA ¼ 10 : 0, 10 : 1, 10 : 2, 10 : 4, 10 : 6,
10 : 8, 10 : 10, 10 : 15, 10 : 17, 10 : 20, and 10 : 25 followed by
stirring for 30 min and probe sonication in the iced bath for
15 min at 135 W under Ar bubbling and denoted as M10AAx

solution. Aer �24 h freeze-drying, the AA-treated MXene
sponges were obtained and named as M10AAx, where x repre-
sented the mass ratio of AA.

4.3 NaHCO3 adjustment of M10AA10

60 mg ml�1 of NaHCO3 (Aladdin, 99.8%) solution was added to
the M10AA10 solution under stirring and Ar bubbling until the
pH increased and stabilized at 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively. The
pH of the solution was measured at room temperature. Then
aer probe sonication (135W) in the iced bath for 15 min under
Ar bubbling, the NaHCO3 treated M10AA10 were obtained aer
freeze-drying.

4.4 Acid treatment of MXene

HCl (Sinopharm, AR grade) and HAc (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.7%)
were added to the Ti3C2Tx MXene solution (2 mg ml�1) until the
pH of the nishing mixed solution was the same as M10AA10.
Then aer the same stirring and probe sonication procedure,
the HCl and HAc treated MXene sponges were obtained aer
freeze-drying.

4.5 Removing and repeatedly adding AA

The as-prepared M10AA10 sponge was dissolved in DI water,
then washed with DI water using a centrifuge at 3500 rpm until
the pH was �6 (named AA-rm), and added AA again with the
MXene/AA ratio of 10 : 10 (named AA-rpt). Aer the same stir-
ring and probe sonication procedure, the AA-rm and AA-rpt
treated MXene sponges were obtained aer freeze-drying.

4.6 Material characterization

The SEM images were obtained on a Zeiss crossbeam 550,
Germany, and the TEM images on a JEM-F200, Japan. Raman
was performed with an excitation light source of 532 nm. The
laser power used in the measurements was 50 mW, and the
exposure time was 30 s. XRD data were collected using an X-ray
powder diffractometer (D/MAX-gA, Japan, l¼ 1.54 Å) with a step
size of 0.02�. FTIR was carried out using a Fourier transform
infrared spectrometer (Vertex 80 + Hyperion 2000, Germany) to
investigate the chemical structure of the samples. The single-
layer thickness of the delaminated Ti3C2Tx was obtained by
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
AFM (atomic force microscope, Hitachi 5500M, Japan). XPS
spectra (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) were obtained on an
ESCALAB 250Xi, America; zeta potential analyzer (Zetasizer
nano, England) was used to measure the zeta potential, and the
sample concentration was 0.1 mg ml�1. The electrical conduc-
tivity test was carried out using a digital four-probe tester (ST-
2258C, China), and the samples were prepared by pressing
M10AAx sponges of �4 mm to �6 mm thickness (thickness
variation due to different AA ratios) under 100 kPa. The rheo-
logical property of M10AAx was measured on a TA hybrid
rheometer (HR-1, America) aer pressing the M10AAx sponge
from a thickness of �2 cm to 1 mm. Nitrogen sorption
measurements were conducted on a Quadrasorb instrument
(Quantachrome, Autosorb IQ-MP-MP, USA) at 77 K using liquid
nitrogen to determine the specic surface area and pore size
distribution. All samples were tested aer degassing at 70 �C in
a vacuum for 12 h. The pore size distributions were calculated
by the density functional theory (DFT) method.
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